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The Secret To Lying Todd
Worf is the first Klingon to become a Starfleet officer, a prune juice fan, and a dad. This is
everything you never knew about the fan-favorite Klingon.
The Untold Truth Of Star Trek's Worf
Sci-fi film Chaos Walking, featuring Tom Holland and Daisy Ridley, is a disconcerting little
masterpiece of sensitive acting and well-judged world-building, says Simon Ings ...
Chaos Walking review: Unsettling sci-fi that exposes men's thoughts
A former NRL bad boy has called for players with a history of violence against women to be banned
for life. Former Australian and NSW Blues front rower Willie Mason was among a host of former NRL
and ...
Former NRL star Willie Mason calls for tougher penalties on players who disrespect
women
In the pandemic, basements have offered up new territory for hobbies, work and even glamour.
What Lies Beneath
Amazon’s IMDb TV, the free-streaming, ad-supported service, is bulking up its originals lineup —
announcing five new series in development, including a comedy from “The Good Place” creator
Michel ...
Mike Schur-Shea Serrano Comedy Among Shows on Amazon’s IMDb TV Development
Slate
Steve walks in on Peter and Carla having sex in the living room. Wilf calls at the undertakers to
arrange his wife’s funeral. Todd flogs him the most expensive package. Wilf’s son calls at the ...
Coronation Street spoilers: Teen sex shame, horror murder plot and Sharon’s evil plan
After having closed its doors to the public in March 2020 due to COVID-19, the Alley Theatre
has announced its plans to reopen the theatre in Fall 2021. Reopening the Alley Theatre coincides
with its ...
Alley Theatre to Reopen in Fall 2021 With Duncan Sheik & Kyle Jarrow World Premiere
Musical and More!
Richard Parker was a self-described naturalist. Then an anonymous tip led investigators to a scene
of ‘carnage’ ...
How did a wildlife lover become one of the bloodiest poachers in California history?
If there was one moment that summed up the current state of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives, it was when the floor at the agency’s gun-tracing center caved in a couple
of years ...
How the ATF, Key to Biden’s Gun Plan, Became an NRA ‘Whipping Boy’
President Biden has been enjoying an extended honeymoon period from the media over his first
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100 days in office.
Biden's first 100 days: Ten times the media completely fawned over the new presidency
How Phoenix Mayor “Queen Kate” Gallego mismanaged (and exploited) the COVID-19 pandemic.
The Worst COVID Tyrant You’ve Never Heard Of
It’s a tense week for the residents of Coronation Street, but for Steve McDonald (Simon Gregson),
it’ll likely be one he never forgets, after he walks in on Carla and Peter Barlow (Alison King and ...
25 soap spoilers: Coronation Street sex act, EastEnders surrogacy shock, Emmerdale
baby theft, Hollyoaks death aftermath
In the early days of our relationship, I made—at a cost of $250—an appointment with a sex
therapist, therein getting a glimpse of the growing and highly lucrative female-orgasm industry. A
plump, ...
The Tyranny of the Female-Orgasm Industrial Complex
The trickle of new movies in theaters is turning into a stream. At the same time, the Milwaukee Film
Festival starts, for the first time ever in the spring.
At the movies in Milwaukee: Jason Statham, Tiffany Haddish, Billy Crystal, plus
Milwaukee Film Festival
There has been a sudden surge of what we might call multiple lives fiction: novels where the main
character experiences a good chunk of her existence on repeat. A number of these stories are
headed ...
9 ways to live your life multiple times
Todd Solondz was nominated for Best Director at the Independent ... While the film's screenplay
was nominated for an Oscar, much of the script was improvised. Secrets & Lies finds a woman
establishing ...
These Are the 100 Best 90s Movies
The 2021 Tribeca Festival announced its inaugural official podcast selections and special events,
the first time a major fest is welcoming podcasts into its lineup. The first Tribeca Podcasts lineup ...
Tribeca Unveils Official Podcast Selections, First Major Film Festival to Feature Audio
Programming
Shreve Memorial Library is joining libraries, schools, bookstores, parents and children’s book lovers
everywhere in celebrating Children’s Book Week.
Children can discover their superpowers at Shreve Memorial Library
Actor-comedian Carol Burnett is 88. Guitarist-songwriter Duane Eddy is 83. Singer Maurice Williams
of Maurice and the Zodiacs is 83. Singer Bobby Rydell is 79. Singer Gary Wright is 78. Actor ...
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